Jar Labels
Jar Labels are a must, especially
if you enjoy canning. I made
plum chutney the other day and
decided my jars just needed
that finishing touch of a special
jar label.
I have my jars lined up on the
top of my cupboard. Not only
are they tasty but they certainly
do add that extra country
charm to my kitchen.

Materials
Cut Away Stabilizer
Cotton Fabric
Ribbon for ties
Temporary adhesive
Spray Glue

The labels are super easy to
make and are fully customizable.
Either use the wording included with the designs or add your
own. Use embroidery editing
software to personalize your
labels or if your machine allows, add the wording to the
label using the machines editing
features.
Have a large hoop? Put multiple labels into one hooping and
save on stabilizer.
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As I have a large hoop, I have added several designs to one hooping.
Lets get started. Hoop 1 layer of stabilizer and stitch the first color.
This is the die line for fabric placement.

Spray the stabilizer with temporary adhesive spray and put a piece of
cotton fabric over the die lines. Stitch the second color. Remove the
hoop from the machine and turn it over so the back side of the hoop
faces up. Spray the stabilizer with temporary adhesive spray and put
a piece of cotton fabric over the stitched area.

Stitch the next color. Remove the hoop from the machine and trim
away the excess fabric from around the design on both sides of the
hoop. Stitch the next color. This completes the border of the label. If
you have added wording, stitch that out too.

Cut the design out of the stabilizer. Cut open the button holes and
thread ribbon through. Your labels are now ready to go onto those
special home canned jars.
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